Improving Guest Safety & Efficiency With Self-Service

Zaplox Kiosk
Self-Service Check-in Improves Guest

§

Contactless self-service
check-in & room key
encoding

§

Folio review, self-service
payment & checkout

§

Print receipt

§

Hardware agnostic & webbased application

§

Integration with PMS, key
locks, and payment systems

§

Fast, cost-efficient
implementation

§

Customizable branding

Safety while Reducing Operational Costs
Create a safe, contactless check-in experience and take the
pressure off the front desk by offering a digital guest journey
with Zaplox Kiosk. Instead of waiting in a line, guests can
use the Zaplox Kiosk for fast, contactless check-in and
payment, and they can print out their own key cards. At
departure, the kiosk allows guest to quickly checkout, review
the hotel bill, and pay for additional room charges.
Whether you represent a high touch independent hotel or
global hotel chain, Zaplox Kiosk solution offers a costefficient way to minimize lines and face-to-face interaction
while reducing operational cost.
Zaplox Kiosk offers full integration with leading PMS, locks,
and payment systems.

www.zaplox.com

Improving Guest Safety & Efficiency With Self-Service

Web-based, tablet touch interface
Zaplox Kiosk is a web-based application and can run on
almost any type of tablet-based hardware with touch
interface, giving the hotel the choice to select hardware
that blends in with the hotel interior.
Zaplox Kiosk has been fully customized for iOS and
Android.

Zaplox Mobile Key App

Product overview

Enables hotels to offer a
mobile room key instead
of a plastic key card in
order to create a safer,
contact-free guest
experience.

Zaplox Premium

A turnkey app that allows
hotels to custom-build a
safe, contact-free mobile
guest journey with PMS
and lock integration.

Zaplox SDK

The SDK enables hotels
and ISV’s to add mobile
check-in/checkout with
mobile keys to their
existing app with PMS
and lock integration.

Zaplox Kiosk

This 24/7 kiosk enables
hotels to offer digital
check-in/checkout with
the ability for guests to
pay and encode their own
guest card.
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